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The call for papers for this conference cites a statement by poet Patrick Kavanagh to the effect that Ireland could at any time muster an army of a thousand poets. Similarly a claim could be made to the effect that Ireland nowadays can muster an equally strong army of remediators of poetry in song and image. Kavanagh, in perhaps his best known poem “On Raglan Road,” suggests that there is a secret communality between practitioners of the various arts:

I gave her gifts of the mind I gave her the secret sign that’s known
To the artists who have known the true gods of sound and stone
And word and tint...

To the artists mentioned (composers, sculptors, writers and painters) we would today have to add filmmakers and other workers within new media and hybrid genres, as “the secret sign” continues to travel new roads of intertextuality and remediation. In the case of Kavanagh’s own poem this trail of remediation is particularly tangled as new layers of meaning are added every time the song is used in a soundtrack, for instance, where it takes on a role of performing an ekphrasis of the images it accompanies.

This paper aims to trace the history of Kavanagh’s poem; its marriage to the melody of “The Dawning of the Day” – an air composed by the blind harpist Thomas Connellan in the 17th Century; its reversal of some of the dichotomies set forth in the original lyrics to that melody (published by Edward Walsh in 1847 in Irish Popular Songs), which has been read as an example of the Aisling type of vision poem; some of the recorded versions of “On Raglan Road” and the variorum generated by these recordings by Irish and diaspora artists (The Dubliners, Van Morrison, Sinead O’Connor et al.); the possible influence of Kavanagh’s trope of the artist as an angel and the beloved muse/temptress as the cause of the angel’s fall from grace on Wim Wender’s 1987 film Wings of Desire (which is usually thought of as inspired by Rainer-Maria Rilke’s poetry); and finally the use of the song in contemporary films such as In Bruges – written and directed by English-born Irish playwright, filmmaker, and screenwriter Martin McDonagh in 2008.

History of composition

Kavanagh’s poem seems to have been written on a dare, as the poet sought to win the hand of a woman with whom he had fallen in love, Hilda Moriarty, a medical doctor and a striking beauty. Hilda later married Donogh O’Malley who went on to become a prominent Irish politician and Minister of Health. Kavanagh was at the time (right after the War) living on Raglan Road which explains the title of the poem which in fact enumerates all the names of places and streets where the lovers have their assignations or meet by seeming chance. However, the poem originally, upon publication in The Irish Press in 1946, bore a different title, namely “Dark Haired Miriam Ran Away,” for the simple reason of protecting the identity of Hilda who by then was already engaged to O’Malley (Miriam was in fact the name of Patrick’s brother, Peter Kavanagh’s then girlfriend). 

The dare I referred to earlier was issued by Hilda who apparently never really seriously fancied Kavanagh as a suitor and enjoyed teasing him. One day she said to him that he was only good at writing poems about farm animals and therefore would not amount to much as a Dublin poet. In response, Kavanagh declared that not only could he write poems about people, but he could in fact write a very good one about a woman. Hence the lament concerning the poet’s unhappy love for Hilda was composed, as a wooing poem, but also one that perhaps was revised with the inclusion of the final half-length stanza to already include in it the sad ending, involving the poet’s loss of his lady.

Melody and original lyrics

Kavanagh must always have intended the poem to fit the tune of “The Dawning of the Day” as “On Raglan Road” borrows heavily from the story told in the original lyrics to that melody, as well as repeating its title phrase ad literam. By the time Kavanagh met the lead singer of The Dubliners, Luke Kelly, in a Dublin pub, the poet had already fully worked out the connection between the two parts, as legend has it that Kavanagh sang the poem to Kelly using the “Dawning of the Day” air as the melody, urging Kelly to record the ballad in exactly this form. This meeting must have occurred upwards of 20 years after the composition of the poem, so it is not altogether peculiar that Kavanagh had the whole package ready, as it were.

There is an interesting irony in the fact that “The Dawning of the Day”, the model for Kavanagh’s urban wooing experiment has a distinctly rural setting. In the original ballad the meeting between young man and young woman occurs on the banks of Lough Leane, and the girl is a milk-maid, barefoot, with “milking pail in hand.” Generally the old ballad is extremely simple by comparison with Kavanagh’s poem, with the whole of the narrative compressed into the one summer morning where the two meet, the man tries to court her, and she rejects him out of hand with the words: “Young man, don't bring me blame,” protecting her untainted honour. The ballad thus lacks the whole motif of the man being a poet and an angel in peril of also losing something to carnal pleasure. The idea of the ballad is the more traditional one, known from many Irish songs, that only the female party loses something if giving in to intense wooing. Similarities with “On Raglan Road” include, of course, the unhappy ending of the woman running away from the young man who in this case is left not understanding the value of what he has lost, namely that the innocence of the woman is symbolic of a much higher ideal than simply physical virginity. She expects him to win her through other activities than plain words of courting, as she potentially represents the freedom of Ireland itself.

The Aisling form (reverdie)

The “Dawning of the Day” in fact inscribes itself in a long tradition of the ‘reverdie’ (literally re-greening) poem, where a young woman in a rural setting of spring or early summer symbolizes the rebirth and re-cleansing of nature after winter. The woman of course symbolizes fertility in this tradition, but must be won over by the performance of specific rites before any sort of marriage can take place. In a later specifically Irish development of the reverdie poem form, the Aisling, or vision poem, a more explicitly political dimension is over-layered on the old form. In the Aisling, the woman symbolizes the nation, and she pleas with the would-be lover to prove his worth by freeing her from torment and bondage. Aogán Ó Rathaille [Egan O'Rahilly] is credited with inventing this variant form of reverdie poem in an Irish context, but Irish letters are full of vision poems of this type such as the poems of the ‘Dark Rose’ or Roisín Dubh, which actually predate Ó Ratheille. 

Now, I would argue that “The Dawning of the Day” is a throw-back to an almost depoliticized reverdie form, since the girl is not overly endowed with symbolic, or supernatural powers, and that this is exactly the prerequisite for the creation on its palimpsest of Kavanagh’s new type of Aisling poem, one that substitutes a Romantic aesthetics for the patriotic political purity.

Analysis of “On Raglan Road”

As argued above, Kavanagh’s poem is considerably more complex than the old ballad, as it involves a representation of a period of courtship that stretches over the whole of autumn to an unspecified now-point where the maid walks away from her erstwhile lover (who wistfully thinks back to fields of May, the last remnant of the reverdie thematics in this poem of loss at year’s end, rather than rebirth). Further complexity is added by the indication that the courtship, illicit as it may be, is successful – if not in a carnal sense, then at least “gifts of the mind” are exchanged from poet/angel to the “creature made of clay” – the woman. The poet senses the danger of falling into the snare of “her dark hair”, but is tempted by “the enchanted way” along the deep chasm, or “ravine” that symbolically opens up in the middle of Grafton Street in November. Thus we have a complex reversal of some of the traditional roles of muse and poet, angel and mortal. In Kavanagh’s poem, the woman is the creature of the earth, and while she may have been a muse for the poet for a short while, the price he pays for giving her “poems to say … with her own name there” is that she steals away his craft, and he is left to “lose his wings at the dawn of day.” He is therefore the fallen angel, or Lucifer of yore, whereas she is now in possession of the “secret sign” known to the artists, the allies of the “true gods” of creation. The woman of “On Raglan Road” is thus not the Aisling of the vision poems, but a trickster, a false impostor who now brandishes the secret sign of the artist (symbolized by his wings of song). Rather it is the artist who had the potential to be among the gods of word and tint who is the supernatural being in Kavanagh’s poem, making it an Aisling-in-reverse and anti-reverdie poem.

Performances/versions & Variorum lyrics

The Dubliners recorded several versions of Kavanagh’s song, both a studio version with Luke Kelly as the lead singer, a mis-guided live version that was divided over two sides of a double live album, and after Kelly’s death in 1984 a tribute to him with, of course, a different lead singer – an excruciatingly slow version of nearly 6 minutes duration. It is the original, sparsely arranged banjo-driven ballad version with no instrumental interludes, featuring Luke Kelly’s resonant voice, that has been re-issued on most compilation and Greatest Hits packages with The Dubliners. Kelly’s version is ‘straight’ in the sense that he reproduces the published poem almost exactly (minor changes include changing “on an autumn’s day” to “of an autumn’s day”, and “wooed” to “loved”), with the exception of the poem’s hardest line which runs on from the previous line, thus: “To the artists who have known the true gods of sound and stone/And word and tint” – only to then feature a major caesura, before recommencing: “I did not stint for I gave her poems to say”. In song this caesura is impossible to perform without altering the time signature drastically (something Kelly would or could not do, having already struggled audibly in the previous two lines with Kavanagh’s irregular feet), and therefore he makes the following alteration:  “And word and tint without stint. I gave her poems to say” – thus displacing the caesura to a later, more song-friendly place in the line. This however alters the sense of the poem subtly, as it makes the gift of the artist even richer, containing but word and tint. This performance practice is inherited by most subsequent recordings of the song.

The definitive version of “On Raglan Road” is Van Morrison’s version backed by The Chieftains on their 1988 album Irish Heartbeat. There is every indication that Morrison does not use the poem text at all for his version, but rather a memory of Luke Kelly’s recording, perhaps aided by Paddy Maloney with whom Morrison dreamed up the repertoire for the album during, by all accounts, a very well-lubricated series of afternoon céilidhs. Morrison brings a jazz inflection to the lyrics, interjecting much new material and a series of scat-like repetitions of elements of the lyrics. He also embellishes, for instance “I gave her poems” becomes “I gave her reams of poems”, which further enhances the gift/sacrifice of the poet/angel. The most radical alteration comes in the same line as the one Kelly introduced, where first of all Morrison sings “true gods of sound and time” rather than “sound and stone”, thus chopping the sculptors off the Pantheon of arts represented and upping the presence of musicians instead. Next, Morrison sings the following line entirely without caesura (“With word and tint I did not stint I gave her reams of poems to say”), completing the streamlining of the lyrics that Kelly had begun, but not quite carried through. The net result of these changes is a passionate flowing sequence where the artist establishes his credentials and gifts more fully than in Kavanagh’s original which serves well to highlight his despair at the false muse’s departure in the closing half-stanza. 

The fallen angel trope used in film

I’ll now shift to an investigation of remediations or versionings of Kavanagh’s poem beyond mere musical setting and performance, turning to the use of the poem’s master trope, and finally the poem as song in its entirety in film.

The fallen angel trope is of course easily traced far beyond an Irish context and at least as far back as the story of Lucifer’s fall from grace. Yet one can speculate that it becomes a particularly common trope when the idea of the Romantic genius is disseminated from continental Romanticism to a British/Irish context. In such poetry as that of Keats the lament of the poet genius is often present, and often coupled with a supernatural feminized agent, viz. “Ode to a Nightingale” etc. The trope is therefore too widely disseminated for us to say with any complete certainty that a popular culture representation of the idea of an angel falling for an earthly female beauty, such as Wim Wenders’ 1987 film, Der Himmel über Berlin (which bizarrely was titled Wings of Desire in the English-speaking world) is directly inspired by Kavanagh’s version of the story. Received wisdom is rather that Wenders and his co-writer Peter Handke looked to Rilke’s fascination with the femme fatale as muse for inspiration. However, Wings of Desire (and its lousy 1998 Hollywood remake City of Angels – set in Los Angeles, of course) do seem to tell a story that could be understood as depicting the direct aftermath of the angel’s loss of potency and wings, and to explore the potential value of descending among the mortals and tasting their lives and being part of their stories. 

In Wings of Desire the remedy for the experienced fallen angel (played by Peter Falk in a performance of a life time) who tutors the newly fallen one (Damiel) in the ways of humans, is exactly that – to look to the great works of art of mortal man for guidance and acceptance (the character of Homer plays a key role in this process). Before Damiel takes the plunge into mortality his angel friend Cassiel tries to dissuade him from this apparent act of suicide and their minds meld for a short instance. Wenders’ film thus has several themes that bridge it back to Kavanagh’s poem but also set the stage for the last re-visioning of Kavanagh’s trope I want to look at today, Martin McDonagh’s In Bruges, which features its own pair of human angels, in the shape of hit-men, whose intertwined fate closely mirrors that of Damiel and Cassiel.

In Bruges

In Martin McDonagh’s film In Bruges (he both wrote the screen-play and directed) the Luke Kelly performance of “On Raglan Road” is used to spectacular effect, as the song plays over the heart-rending and bloody climax to the plot, where the aging hired killer Ken (played by Brendan Gleeson) sacrifices himself so that his young and still potentially redeemable colleague Ray (played by Colin Farrell) may have a chance to live and save his soul. While the streets visualized in the film are those of the well-preserved medieval parts of Bruges in Belgium and not the Dublin streets mentioned in the song, the poignant plaint of Kelly’s voice functions as a nostalgic call and seems to offers the hope that the confused young protagonist might one day still walk those streets of home. The fall from the church steeple that Gleeson’s heavy-set character performs to get a gun in young Ray’s hands dramatically underscores the dangers of the “deep ravine” mentioned in Kavanagh’s text, and the plunge is choreographed to fit the exact moment when Kelly utters the final line of the song (there is a slight edit in the song, leaving out most of the comments about the female muse). 

The heterosexual love story in the film (between Ken and a Belgian girl) is paralleled by a homosocial one of intense male bonding, as Ken transfers his loyalties from his boss (played by a very mean Ralph Fiennes) to his young apprentice whom he has been ordered to assassinate after Ray has cocked up and accidentally shot a child during his first assignment as a hitman. Ken sees that Ray has a chance at redemption when he falls in love, while still struggling with such guilt at the child’s murder that he is on the brink of suicide. The main gifts transferred between Ken and Ray, to the tune of the ekphrasis performed by Kavanagh’s song, are thus the same as in the lyrics (experience, skills, honour), and the originally figurative trope of the fallen angel is literalized as Ken’s heavy body thuds onto the pavement in Bruges right in front of Ray’s feet.

Pinter and other sundry intertextualities

The plot of In Bruges contains a sophisticated nod at various intertexts in addition to the obvious similarities to the Cassiel/Damiel relationship in Wim Wenders’ film mentioned above. The most obvious one is the similarity of plot with Harold Pinter’s play The Dumb Waiter which also features two hired killers in limbo, waiting to be handed their next assignment by a mysterious controlling force who sends messages into the depth using the dumb waiter mechanism otherwise designed to convey sustenance in the form of food. In In Bruges the medium of transmission is less mysterious and symbolic – simply a telephone – and the shady boss who pulls the strings is here brought out in the open and made accountable for his decisions and actions (where Pinter borrows a trope from his mentor Beckett by having his assassins wait on the whims of a sordid Godot-like figure). 

Another intertext is Tom Stoppard’s absurd comedy Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, which features to mildly idiotic protagonists who do not realize that their fate is already scripted and sealed (and who like Ken and Ray, who consistently mix up their aliases, cannot quite remember who is who of the two), not to mention a number of films actually mentioned in the dialogue. 

McDonagh ultimately shows that no force can set itself above the laws of mortal beings, even a thieves’ or murderer’s honour code that dictates that no-one can survive the shame of having murdered a child. Trapped in his own ‘moral’ dictum Ralph Fiennes’ character is mandated to shoot himself when he inadvertently shoots a bystander whom he thinks is an innocent child. The clinching irony of the film is that the person shot is in reality a dwarf (or midget, as Ray consistently refers to him as), who is far, far from an innocent character and a force for good. Ray who is always looking for angle and an advantage, survives against all odds, and his would-be killer succumbs thanks to his far too rigid principles.

Ironic ekphrasis in reverse

The final function of the Luke Kelly version of the song in the film is thus that it serves as an ironic counter-ekphrasis. On one level explicitly performing an interpretation of the images we watch on screen (simple ekphrasis), the pathos of the song and the attendant pathos of the sacrifice we witness in the images add up to an overdose of said pathos, and we are inevitably plunged into bathos. This effect is heightened by the fact that Ken’s suicide is to no avail, as the gun he tries to speed to Ray is broken in his fall from the steeple and becomes useless as a weapon for the young man (a reminder perhaps that guns are not the solution to any conflict). This leads the viewer into the protracted, unrelenting chase that ends with Ray being hunted down and shot. What might have qualified as high tragedy is then undercut by the gangster kingpin’s own suicide when he believes that he must honour his own principle that no-one can live with shame of having been so inept as to kill a child. One again wonders if McDonagh is not commenting on the loss of many innocent lives at the hands of armed men in Ireland over years of conflict – to no avail at all. 

“On Raglan Road” is after all not the only signifier of Irishness in the film – the characters’ accents are a much less subtle clue, although only Ray openly states that he is originally from Dublin – but it is a potent one as specifically the original Luke Kelly recording is used, reminding us of his left-wing, pacifist commitment of the 60s and 70s. Thus, if anything, the purely aesthetic, anti-Aisling message of Kavanagh’s poem in McDonagh’s hands becomes re-politicized, as it is re-visioned, and the Aisling figure born again, trans-gendered in Ken’s figure.
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